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2(H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate) and
L
cav






















(j = r; s; t) denote the laser frequencies. The
term L
spon
 describes atomic spontaneous emission.
To isolate the essential dynamics, we assume large de-














is the linewidth of
state jji), so that atomic spontaneous emission is negli-
gible and the excited states can be adiabatically elimi-
nated from the problem. This leads to a reduced master
equation for a pair of eective two-level atoms (involv-
ing states j0i and j1i) coupled to the cavity mode. This



























are the ac-Stark shifts per cavity photon
induced in j0i and j1i, respectively.
To further reduce the model, we assume the \bad-




j. This enables us to adia-
batically eliminate the cavity mode, which yields a mas-































































































































The derivation of (5) also requires that the phase of the
eective two-level system remains constant with respect
to the laser phase dierence '. That is, the eective
atomic system and squeezed reservoir must be \resonant"

































n = 0: (7)
It is to satisfy this condition while retaining exibility in





that we use the additional







an extra degree of freedom with which to satisfy (7).
In (5), the terms proportional to 
2
describe the collec-
tive (amplitude) coupling of our pair of eective two-level
atoms to an eective squeezed reservoir, with the de-
gree and purity of squeezing characterized by the param-
eters fN;Mg [4, 5]. In particular, the eective squeezed
quadrature variance is proportional to (N   jM j+ 1=2)
and ideal squeezing corresponds to jM j
2
= N (N + 1),
which requires that n = 0. The last line of (5) describes
phase damping of the atomic qubits caused by coherent
scattering of o-resonant (thermal) intracavity photons.





A feature of the present system is that the strengths
of the amplitude and phase damping terms are indepen-
dently adjustable, so that, for example, one can be made
to dominate the other (remembering that (7) must re-





= 0 and n = 0) the state of the two-
atom system can in principle be \frozen" at any instant.
To begin our analysis of (5), we note rst that as-
sociated with the collective coupling of the atoms to
the reservoir are certain decoherence-free states, which
decouple completely from the dynamics [9]. In par-
ticular, dening j

i = (j00i  j11i) =
p
2 and j 

i =
(j01i  j10i) =
p
2, one nds that j 
 
i decouples for all
parameter choices, while j 
+
i decouples if N = M = 0.
As a rst example, we consider the case in which phase





steady state density matrix 
ss
is then, assuming an ini-







































(1  2N ) + N
2
(1 + 2N )


















(1 + 2N )L
; (10)
where L = 1 + 3N (1 +N )   3jM j
2
.
Examples of the steady state and time evolution to
the steady state are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively,
plotted as points in the linear entropy-concurrence plane
[10]. We plot a minor variation of the true denition of













are the square roots of



















). The use of
the free concurrence enables separable states (C
free
 0)
to be more readily distinguished. The linear entropy is
given by S
L
() = (4=3)[1   Tr(
2
)]. On each graph we









(0    1), the MEMS of [2],
which have the maximum amount of entanglement for a
given linear entropy, and thermal states 
th
= [ j0i h0j+
(1   ) j1i h1j]
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